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Finnish population; the rest were Lutherans.
The annexing of Finland to Russia and the unification of the guberniya ofVyborg with the rest of Finland had some important consequences for the Grand Duchy's Orthodox people. First, they were incorporated into a culturally and legislatively foreign realm -although the same may be to some extent said of those Lutheran inhabitants of the guberniya who were reunited with their coreligionists after nearly one hundred years. But for the Orthodox, the change was more difficult, because, unlike their Lutheran fellow-citizens, they now were representatives of the empire's main religion, which, nevertheless, within the Finnish borders was merely a tolerated one, the official religion being Lutheranism. Emperor Alexander I in 1809 decreed this state of affairs.
Another consequence was the creation of a border between the Finnish and the Russian parts of Karelia (see map page 30). Although Sweden and Russia had agreed on border issues several times from the early fourteenth century onwards, seldom had this resulted in great difficulties of movement between Kareha and the neighbouring Russian areas. Now, when the whole of Karelia was within the same empire, the separate economics and politics allowed to Finland resulted in stricter controls over passages from Finland into Russian territory. St Petersburg, which from the early eighteenth century onwards had been the economic centre of Karelia, and Olonets, just north from the Lake Ladoga ~ which was the traditional recruiting area for marriages for several families living within the borders of the Grand Duchy -were suddenly blocked by various legislative and administrative means for Karelians living in Finland. Although in practice it was impossible to prevent people !Tom visiting St Petersburg or Olonets, the general policy of the Grand Duchy was to encourage Karelian inhabitants, Orthodox or otherwise, to abandon their Russian connections. This policy of course did not develop overnight; in practice it materialized only in the last quarter of the nineteenth century. ' In what follows I will discuss, in chronological order, the development of legislation in Finland rdative to the Orthodox Church and people from 1809 to 1892. The first year marked the creation of the Grand Duchy of until 1917, when Finland became independent, are outside the scope of this paper. The reason for not discussing these is twofold. Firstly, the establishment of the Archbishopric of Finland changed the pOSition of Orthodox parishes; secondly, the last two decades, from around 1899 onwards, were marked by an intensified repealing (or as contemporary Finns said, Russification) of the Grand Duchy. This point deserves a separate treatment.
The discussion is divided into three sections. The first one describes the incorporation of the guberniya of Vyborg into Finland and the legislative solutions to the problems that rose before the construction of Finnish nationalism since the 1860s, due to the fact that Old Finland and the Grand Duchy created in 1809 had different laws relative to religion. The second section takes a closer look at two special cases, the law on parishes and the law on elementary education, both issued in 1883. The last section deals with the conflicts, which the two monasteries on Lake Ladoga, Valaam and Konevets faced when trying to manage their affairs in the ways they were accustomed to in Russia. The conclusion summarizes my understanding of the development of the legal status of the Orthodox Church in Finland. If not otherwise indicated, the dates are given according to the Gregorian calendar, which was officially used by the Grand Duchy.
The Guberniya of Vyborg, a Special Orthodox Case in Lutheran Finland?
When in March 1809 Emperor Alexander I gave his sovereign pledge, which acknowledged the separate (Grand Duchy) state of Finland, he also sustained the country's Swedish legislation from the eighteenth century. His predecessors had proceeded likewise when incorporating Old Finland into Russia in the early eighteenth century; the Lutheran people of the area had been granted the rights and privileges, which they had had under Swedish rule.' Alexander's statement meant that Lutheranism would remain the country's official religion; members of other Christian churches only had the freedom to practice their religion. They also had most civil rights, but no right to be elected or to be appointed to governmental posts. They were also forbidden to establish schools or other educational institutions, as well as to marry a non-Orthodox.' Briefly, while in Russia the Orthodox had a privileged position, in Finland they were second-class citizens.
This was not a big problem in 1809, because there were but a handful of Orthodox within the Finnish borders. It was neither a problem the next year, when the Orthodox in Finland were allowed, in June,' to celebrate their great feast according to the Julian calendar, despite the fact that in the Lutheran Church feasts were celebrated according to the Gregorian one and the Swedish legislation had ordered the Orthodox in Finland to do likewise.' But it became a problem when Old Finland was incorporated into Finland by two ukazes issued on II and 31 December 1811 (Old Style), respectively, " and the number of Orthodox increased. The Lutherans argued that the 1810 statute did not free the Orthodox from observing major Lutheran feasts. The situation remained fuzzy and debated, until a statute, promulgated in January 1827, unequivocally relieved the Orthodox from observing Lutheran feasts."
Another, and larger, problem resulting in the December 1811 ukazes was that neither of them specified the rights of the Orthodox Church in the guberniya of Vyborg. A third statute, which for unknown reasons was not published in Finland, stated that Orthodox parishes and monasteries (Valaam and Konevets) Regarding matters that concerned laymen, according to the 1781 Swedish legislation, a child born of a mixed marriage must be baptized in his father's faith, unless the parents agreed otherwise, by written contract. After 1809, the few Orthodox priests who worked in urban centres of Finland garrisoned by Russians, continued to follow the Russian legislation and registered children born from mixed marriages into the Orthodox Church. Lutheran priests lodged a complaint to the Chapter House of Abo, which referred the matter to the Finnish Senate. The Senate, in tum, passed it to the Emperor, who, in April 1812, issued a statute, which, however, covered only cases involving Orthodox persons temporarily living in Finland. According to the statute, a child born from mixed marriages should always be baptized in the parish of its father. Extramarital children should be baptized into the Church of their mothers, or, if neither father nor mother were known, into the Church of the majority, i.e., the Lutheran one. " However, ' certain parishes' were excluded from the implementation of the statute. By these it is usually thought to mean those of the guberniya of Vyborg, where the Russian legislation on mixed marriages was in force. The situation changed in November 1836, when, on the initiative of the highest Russian official in Finland, the Governor-General" CA. M. Menshikov) the 1812 legislation was extended to cover and also include Orthodox living permanently in Finland." The 1836 legislation did not single out 'certain parishes '. In Finnish discussions, this has been interpreted to mean that, officially, the Russian legislation on mixed marriages was no longer in [t seems that either in the guberniya of Vyborg, or, more probably, in that of Kuopio, some Lutheran priests were inclined to evangelize the Orthodox population, because in July 181 7 the Emperor issued an imperial letter forbidding any proselytism." The text was open to interpretations and led to further cases of evangelization, although their number was evidently small. General Russian restrictions of Protestantism, particularly in the Baltic, which were completed in 1832, did not affect Finland." In 1843, Governor-General A. S. Menshikov drew up a proposal stating that on no pretext were the Lutheran priests allowed to meddle with the Orthodox officiating of services or to prevent baptizing into the Orthodox Church children who 'according to the law' had to be baptized, Le., whose father was an Orthodox. The Emperor accepted the proposal in November of the same year. However, the order was not issued as a statute; the Senate and chapter houses in Finland were merely informed of the matter." Thus Finland was treated as a specia1 case compared to other Protestant areas in Russia.
One of the problems resulting in the application of the Swedish legislation was that, outside of Old Finland, the Orthodox were excluded from public positions. The matter was first highlighted by local Orthodox peasants of Taipale," a parish in the guherniya of Kuopio. In 1821 , peasants complained to Governor-General Fabian Steinheil that authorities, which were Lutherans, did not accept them as jurors in the local law court. The peasants evidently knew that the situation was different in the adjacent guberniya of Vyborg. Steinheil referred the matter to the Finnish Minister Secretary of State," Robert Rehbinder, who stated that the complaint was groundless, because the 1772 Swedish Constitution (which Alexander I in 1809 had declared valid for Finland) forbade appointing to public posts other than members of the Lutheran Church, who had to be native Swedish 
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The peasants did not give up, and when the Governor-General was changed in 1823, they renewed their complaint. The new Governor-General, A. A. Zakrevsky, bypassed the Minister's Secretary and lodged the matter directly with Emperor Nikolai I. He, in turn, asked the Finnish Senate to make a report on the case. The Senate stated that if the 1772 Constitution was changed, it should take place in a parliamentary manner by the estates (which had not had a session since 1809). Zakrevsky retorted that even the Swedish kings had bypassed the estates, if they considered it necessary. Nikolai agreed, and in August 1827 the Senate, ordered by ti,e Emperor, promulgated a statute that opened public posts to Orthodox Finnish citizens." Lutheran Finns criticized the statute as a violation of the privileges which Alexander I had granted them.'"
The above-mentioned 1836 statute did not end disputes over mixed marriages. For example, as late as May 1864, the Lutheran vicar of the Impilahti parish, located on the northwestern shore of the Lake Ladoga, (and thus in the middle of the gubern;ya of Vyborg), lodged a complaint to his superior, the Chapter House of Borga, that Orthodox priests of the neighbouring parishes of Suistamo and J<jtelii, had infringed the existing legislation by joining in marriage a Lutheran and an Orthodox. Moreover, the vicar alleged, supported by some of his colleagues, of which the most important was Bishop of Borga, F. L. Schauman, the Orthodox priests had done this without the proper publication of the banns, a point with which the Orthodox priests were perhaps not very familiar, and without properly reporting the case to him (the vicar), which they should have done according to the law. The vicar also argued that tbe Orthodox priests had baptized children from a mixed marriage, the father being a Lutheran, into the Orthodox Church."
The Governor-General (Platon Rokassovsky) asked the Holy Synod to investigate the matter. The Synod passed it on to the Spiritual Board at Vyborg, which, after having inspected the charges, ruled that they were groundless. The marriage in question was not a mixed one because it was . , discovered that before the ceremony, and at his own request and with the permission of the Spiritual Board, the husband had joined the Orthodox Church. Similarly, the children had been baptized into the Orthodox Church on the 'ardent request' of the parents. Therefore Metropolitan Isidor of St Petersburg, who was a member of the Synod and the head of the Orthodox population in Finland, considered that nothing illegal had taken place."
From the viewpoint of Russian legislation he was right. However, crux of the matter was that the vicar and his superior, Bishop Schauman, had based their accusations on the point that Russian legislation could not be applied in the Grand Duchy even for ecclesiastical matters, if it conflicted with the Finnish (or, in fact, Swedish) legislation; and according to the 1781 legislation, leaving the Lutheran Church was forbidden. Likewise, according to the 1812 law (see footnote 19), the children should have been baptized into the Lutheran Church. Thus, the accusers concluded, the Orthodox priests had rendered themselves guilty of proselytism.
Bishop Schauman pushed the matter further: he contacted the Finnish Minister Secretary of State, Alexander Annfelt, and asked him to lobby the Holy Synod to prevent further 'proselytism' in Finland. Annfelt discussed the matter with the head of the Holy Synod, Overprocurator Dimitry Tolstoy. In February 1869, Tolstoy sent Annfelt a letter stating that he had informed the Orthodox priests in Finland to pay strict attention to Finnish legislation. Tolstoy'S orders were codified into a statute, issued in April 1869."
One may assume that Tolstoy was so amenable, because he knew that, regarding accusations of proselytism, the statute would remain a dead letter; for in the next year, 1870, the new Law on the Lutheran Church made it possible to leave the Church and to join the Orthodox one; this happened in some rare cases. However, because Bishop Schauman was the architect of this law, one may conclude that his lobbying through Annfelt was a matter of principle and reflected the growing Finnish national consciousness, which sawall applications of Russian laws, be they ecclesiastical or civil, as a violation of Finnish rights. Schauman' s reaction can be seen as a logical step in the development, during which the guberniya of Vyborg was gradually separated from the sphere of Russian ecclesiastical legislation and Until the 1880s, this development took place through incidental cases; despite Emperor Nikolai I's emphasis on Orthodox conservatism and his successor, Alexander 1I's, attempts to increase liberalism, neither Russian nor Lutheran legislators seem to have had any comprehensive views about religious policy in the gubern;ya of Vyborg or in Finland proper. Moreover, there were cases favouring Orthodox, such as the 1872 order on the organization of education in schools (in Finnish, koulujiirjestys) , which exempted the Orthodox children (those who were Finnish citizens) from compulsory classes on 'general' (i.e. , Lutheran) teaching of religion." The situation started to change during the last quarter of the nineteenth century, when nationalistic policies gained momentum in both the Grand Duchy and the Russian Empire. The first statute was important even in the imperial context. Since Peter the Great, both the legislative status and the geographical borders of Orthodox parishes had been vague or muddled, because Peter' s policy had been to break the role of parishes and priests as local forces and to subject them to the Holy Synod."
According to the statute on clergy and churches, the priests sent to Orthodox parishes in Finland should know Finnish. Those who did not command the language were required to learn it in order to be able to officiate in Finnish." The statute also required the clergy to keep registers of their parishioners and perform the same duties in regards to elementary school and relief of the poor, which, according to the Finnish legislation, belonged to the Lutheran priests. Moreover, the statute established, on paper, the parish council as the bighest administrative agent of the parish. The council's task was, together with the priest, to agree on his salary, to make decisions on collecting money for the eventual repair of parish cburches, and to decide on the founding of elementary schools run by the parish and the number and the hiring of their teachers. However, the 1883 statute had at least one major shortcoming; namely, it did not specify the status of the parish as an economic and administrative body. It listed the parish council's tasks, but did not specify whether or not the council was a juridical body liable to finance and carry them out. From the viewpoint of the Russian Orthodox Church, this was not a problem, because a parisb was not a self-sustaining entity but a part of the Church that covered its expenses. This was not the Senate's understanding of the matter: they wanted to reduce the economic and administrative connections between the parishes in Finland and their superiors in Russia and to supervise the foundation of parishes and churches, just as was the case of Lutheran parishes. To accomplish this, the question about the nature of the parish councils was submitted in November 1885 to the Senate's legislative council. The latter heard representatives of the Orthodox clergy and laymen, discussed the matter and tendered, in December 1886, a proposal that contained a detailed clarification of the parish's economics and administration. The submission was an application of the 1869 Lutheran parish regulations and thus differed from anything that was in force in Russia regarding the Orthodox parishes."
The proposal was discussed several times at the Senate's meetings before it was accepted in December 1888 and sent to the Finnish Minister Secretary of State, Johan Ehmrooth, who handed it over to the Holy Synod. The Synod, in tum, asked the opinion of the Spiritual Board at Vyborg, which convened the assembly of Orthodox priests in Finland in June 1890. The 
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T EUVO LAITILA assembly wished to strengthen the role of the Spiritual Board in the parish administration and to reduce that of the Senate, which was contrary to what the latter had proposed. The assembly also suggested that Orthodox who were not Finnish citizens could be parish members and that the Orthodox parishes follow in all cases the Russian canonical and civil laws, if there were no clear regulations in the Finnish legislation. The Spiritual Board agreed and sent the proposal to the Governor-General. He passed it over to the Senate, which referred the case back to the legislative council in June 1891."
The council's statement did not differ much from the 1886 proposal. In August 1892, it was sent to the Holy Synod, which, however, was busy in the reorganization of the Metropolinate of St Petersburg, resulting in the foundation of the diocese of Finland. Thus it took a year, until December 1893, before the reworked proposal was re-submitted to the Spiritual Board at Vyborg. The Board repeated its motion on strengthening its own role in some details relative to complaints and administration, but did not meddle with the parish's economics or property ownership. According to Pispala, the Board's proposal aimed at a compromise between the Senate and the Holy Synod."
To follow up this process, I have here to transgress the limit I imposed for this article. Namely, in the spring of 1896 the Spiritual Board sent its proposal to the Holy Synod. The Synod passed it to the Finnish Minister Secretary of the State, who delivered it over to the Governor-General. He, in turn, submitted it to the Senate, which referred it to the economic council. It discussed the matter in December 1897 and relegated the proposal to a special committee consisting of three senators. The committee made some minor changes, for example, instead of 'the Greek-Russian Church' they proposed the designation 'Greek Catholic', which also was accepted; thus the Orthodox in Finland were officially called 'Greek Catholics' until 1954. Then the proposal was sent back to the Synod via the economic council, the Senate, Governor-General, etc. corresponded with the reality of the Orthodox Church and resembled the Greek parish practice (which Sergey knew well, having been assigned as a priest to the Russian embassy in Athens in the I 890s). The Synod approved the proposal in September 1905; and three months later Emperor Nikolai II promulgated a statute enforcing the Synod' s propositions."
The statute established two bodies, the parish assembly and the parish council, the former being the decision-making body and the latter the executive one. Furthermore, it specified the cases, which ecclesiastical bodies could handle on their own, and those, in which they needed to ask the opinion of the local governor or the Finnish Senate. It also specified the cases in which the secular authorities had to consult the Spiritual Board or the Holy Synod. Thus the statute made the parishes economically and administratively part of the Grand Duchy and equivalent to the Lutheran parishes. Comparable regulations did not exist for any other Orthodox parishes in Russia .'u
The Slallite 011 Elementary Orthodox Education
Until the 1860s, primary education in Finland was in the hands of the Church. In practice, this usually meant Lutheran education, for there were very few Orthodox elementary (or other) schools in Finland. In 1866, the secular authorities took responsibility for all but elementary education."
At about the same time, in 1862, in the gubemiya of Kuopio, a local newspaper, Tapia," argued that the education provided by the guberlliya's Orthodox parishes (Taipale and Ilomantsi) was of poor quality." GovernorGeneral P.1. Rokassovsky ordered the Governor of Kuopio, KnutFuruhjelm, to investigate the matter. FUTuhjelm convened an assembly of Taipale's parish, heard the parish members, and reported to Rokassovsky: ' Children' s elementary education, poor relief, care-taking of granaries [which was one of the parish ' s tasksl, funds for poor and the parish as well as keeping of parish register and other things are for the most part in full disarray. ' In 1862, Furuhjelm was transferred to the Senate's economic council. His successor, Samuel Henrik Antell, also paid attention to the level of Orthodox education. Two years later, in August 1864, he had a meeting with 1I0mantsi's Orthodox priest, loan Albinski, and the parish members. According to Antell, Fr. loan argued that, due to the fact that Orthodox services were in Slavonic, whereas the Lutheran ones were in Finnish, his parishioners preferred the latter. The real reason, Antell concluded in his letter to Rokassovsky in November 1864, was the ignorance of the parish members: ' One had to do something to improve the spiritual level of the parish. Ignorance of the dogma of the Church, and therefore also indifference 10 her, is substantiaL'" A year later (1865) the Holy Synod ordered that in rural Finnish Orthodox parishes, the liturgy had to be conducted in the local language.
Thanks to Furuhjelm's information on Taipale, Rokassovsky asked tbe Governor of the guberniya of Vyborg, Bernhard ldrenius, to report on the slate of the guberniya's Orthodox education in April 1864. In his statement to the Governor-General, Idrenius blamed the Holy Synod for insufficient economic support for education; the local peasants were too poor to pay a teacher and therefore elementary (and other) education of children, particularly in Finnish, either did not materialize at all or was sporadic, a point that the Governor-General regretted."
Antell, evidently learning of Idrenius's report, wrote in early 1866, to the Holy Synod's Overprocurator, D. S. Tolstoy, (who also was Minister of Education in Russia), suggesting the development of elementary Orthodox education, the translation and publication of textbooks in Finnish and the founding of new school buildings. He also proposed the appoinnnent of Finnish-speaking priests to Orthodox parishes in Finland and tbe exemption of Orthodox priests from secular duties (dictated by Finnish legislation) .
• ~ Rokassovsky to Ahmatov 20 April 1862, NARC, AG-G, A cts of the GovemOf-General's Office 1857-1 869.
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Finally, he recommended the Synod to appoint a committee to further investigate the matter.
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Tolstoy infonned the Emperor, who in March 1866 appointed such a committee and nominated Tolstoy to head it; Antell was one of its four other members. The other member from Finland was the head of the Spiritual Board at Vyborg, Fr. Vladimir Vinogradov. The committee submitted its memorandum to the Holy Synod in early 1869. It mainly followed Antell 's above-mentioned letter to Tolstoy, suggesting that the parish priests should concentrate on spiritual, and not secular, matters; that in rural Finnish parishes they should know Finnish (urban parishes were mainly Russianspeaking); and that elementary education should be given regularly, and in Finnish. Because there was shortage of Finnish-speaking teachers, the committee also proposed the foundation ofa teacher seminary at Sortavala (a town on the northwestern shore of Lake Ladoga)." The Synod discussed the memorandum in November 1869 and agreed to most of the points; the only major change it made was relative to the language of education, which in the Synod's opinion should be Russian."
The Finnish Senate, which next discussed the matter, strongly opposed Russian-language education of the Orthodox, but not the foundation of a Synod-led senti nary. The Senate's point, of which Tolstoy was infonned in March 1870, was that by Russian-language education in elementary schools in Finland it was impossible to achieve the aimed-for goal, i.e. the improvement of the parishioners' knowledge of Orthodoxy, because they usually did not understand Russian. Tolstoy retorted two months later by sending a letter to the Finnish Minister Secretary of State, Alexander Annfelt, reasoning that Finnish could be used only temporarily, until the pupils learned Russian. To support his case, Tolstoy referred to an imperial ukaz on the elementary education of non-Russians, issued in March 1870, which expressed the same idea."
The Senate repudiated Tolstoy'S proposal and sent the matter back to Parallel to the foundation of the seminary, the Finnish authorities and the Holy Synod continued to disagree over the language of education in the Orthodox elementary schools. The Finnish Senate asked the opinion of the Finnish Ministry of Education in February 1878. The Head of the Ministry, Uno Cygnaeus, emphasized the interdependence of education, language and national identity; thus the language in schools, including elementary ones, as well as the nationality of teachers should be Finnish." The Senate then appointed a committee to investigate the issue in October 1878. Following Tolstoy's 1870 reasoning, the committee suggested the promulgation of a law on Olthodox parishes and education. To realize this, a new committee was appointed, which formulated the outlines of the statute on Orthodox parishes discussed in the previous section, and another on education. The draft statutes were then sent to the Emperor, who, as mentioned above, accepted them.
The statute on Orthodox elementary education in rural Orthodox parishes in Finland declared that education be the task of parents and parishes and obligated all rural Orthodox parishes in the Grand Duchy to teach children religion and their mother tongue in cases where such education was not provided by the parents. The language of education should be 'that of the local people',58 In Russia a similar statute was issued a year later, in June 1884."
As to the teaching of religion, the statute ordered the Orthodox priests to. s~pervi se the general contents of religious teaching in schools. In pnnclple, the statute created problems in schools where there were both 
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Lutheran and Orthodox pupils, but only one teacher (whose confession was determined according to that of the majority; in practice he or she was usually a Lutheran)" In practice, the problem materialized in the two Orthodox rural parishes oflhe guberniya ofKuopio. In early 1885, the Holy Synod's journal Tserkovniya vedomosti published an article by Aleksandr Borolinsky, head (in Russian, nastoyatef) of Taipale Orthodox parish, entitled: "How are School Teachers and Authorilies in Finland Disposed Towards Orthodoxy?" Fr. Borotinsky's answer was thaI the authorilies regarded the teaching of Orthodoxy wilh suspicion. He also argued Ihat Orthodox children in Taipale had to attend a school, where the (only) teacher was 'both Lutheran and a fanalic ' , and added that he had heard of Ihe situation being Ihe same in the parish of Suislamo, close 10 Lake Ladoga." Following Borotinsky's letter, the Russian Minister of Education, Ivan Delyanov, asked Governor-General Heiden 10 take action. Heiden ordered Ihe governors of Kuopio and Vyborg 10 investigate the accusations. Evidently, education had not been proper in all respecls, because the representalives of Orthodox and Lutheran parishioners in Taipale organized a meeting at the school Borotinsky had mentioned, and decided that of the six weekly classes on religion four (on Bible History) would be given by the Lutheran teacher; the other two (on creed) were to be taught according to Ibe pupil's confession. In fact, that is wbat actually had happened since 1878, when Borotinsky was appointed in Taipale. The investigation in Suislamo in late summer 1885 showed that in all of the parish 's schools, teachers of both confessions worked in complete and mutual understanding." Thus there was no factual ground for Borotinsky's accusations. I presume that he above all wanted to get support for the practice he had started, because it seems that until 1878, tbe LUlheran leacher in Taipale had laught all six classes, even those on creed, which was contrary to the 1872 order on education.
On Ihe basis of the information he got, Heiden reported 10 Delyanov that there were some shortcomings in the religious education of the Orthodox pupils. The main reason for lhis, in Heiden' s opinion, was thaI 100 few Orthodox teachers had thus far graduated from the leacher seminary at Sortavala (where the overwhelming majority of students were Lutherans" ); il was therefore impossible to teach all Orthodox pupils according to their 
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Delyanov passed the information over to the Holy Synod, which sent it to the Spiritual Board at Vyborg. The Board's new chairman, Fr. Vasily Glebov, nastoyatel of the Vyborg parish, was not satisfied. To improve the situation, he suggested to Heiden that separate schools for Orthodox be founded. The idea was not totally new, as some other Orthodox in Finland had put it forward. However, they had changed their mind after having learned how much it would cost the parishes; they simply could not afford schools oftheir own."
Nevertheless, Heiden referred Fr. Vasily's proposal to the Senate, which sent it to the Finnish Ministry of Education. The Ministry stated, in a memorandum dated March 1886, that in schools having pupils from both Lutheran and Orthodox confessions, Bible History should be taught by the school' s teachers (their confession was not specified) on the basis of textbooks accepted by the clergy (meaning obviously both Lutheran and Orthodox ones). The clergy would also supervise teaching (how this would happen was not indicated); creed should be taught according to each student's confession and by the clergy." Thus the Senate's motion followed the practice adopted in the previous year at Taipale.
The Holy Synod opposed the teaching of Bible History to Orthodox by a Lutheran teacher. Thus the Senate revised the wording so that in schools where there was but one teacher (whose confession, as mentioned, depended on the confession of the majority) the religious education of the other confession in its entirety would be given by the clergy. The Senate promulgated a statute confirming this point in December 1888." It seems that all parties were satisfied with the statute. However, the situation started to change after the foundation of the Archbishopric of Finland in December 1892 and the rise of nationalistic tendencies. In December 1893 the conservative Moscow daily Moskovskiye vedomosti published an article containing a detailed proposition about the development of the Archbishopric of Finland. It suggested the founding of new churches, church-run hospitals and charity organizations, and Russian-language As already mentioned, according to the Swedish legislation, monasteries were forbidden in Finland. Since 1812, in the Grand Duchy there were two monasteries, Valaam and Konevets. In 1889, a third monastery was opened, or, in fact, reopened, after three centuries of discontinuation, in Pechenga, close to the Arctic Ocean; and in 1906 a convent for women, established ten years earlier in Terijoki in the Karelian Isthmus, was consecrated as a nunnery.
Both Valaam and Konevets had been established in the fourteenth century"', discontinued due to wars several times and re-established in the late 1710s. At the time of their annexation to the Grand Duchy they, and particularly Valaam, had developed into flourishing spiritual and economic centres. Even emperors, such as Alexander I, favoured and patronized the Ladogan monasteries.
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The monasteries' economic development was based on donations by noblemen and by the Emperor, n both in cash and real property and, before 1812, in land. Thanks to the property they owned in Old Finland, Valaam and Konevets (but occasionally also Orthodox parishes) litigated with both local '" The date for Valaam is contested. Modem scholars usually prefer dating it to the fo urteenth century, whereas the monastic tradition, and scholars who are faithful to it, date its foundation to the eleventh century. For the former view see Okhotina·Lind 1996, for the latter, Kirkinen 1995.
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people and the Finnish Senate. Since the eve of the annexing of Old Finland to the Grand Duchy in 1812, local people, particularly close to the River Kymi, which had been the Russo-Swedish border in southeast from 1721 to 1809, accused monks of Valaam of fishing on waters where they had no rights. The quarrel was tried many times in several court sessions until 1847, when the conflict was settled officially by renting the debated areas, with Emperor Nikolai I's approval, 'in perpetuity' to the Finnish State; up till then, the monastery had leased them to local people." Governor-General Menshikov initially proposed the solution in 1845." Although this in practice did not invalidate Valaam's rights, by taking responsibility over the disputed areas, the Senate in practice nationalized them. However, nobody protested.
After Finnish nationalism started to develop in the I 860s, in parallel to Emperor Alexander II's liberal policies, the economic activities of Valaam and Konevets roused the Senate's suspicion. In 1866, Valaam rented new fishing rights in Sortavala. During the next few years it also bought real estate in several Karelian parishes located west of Sortavala, mainly to secure the supply of firewood and timber for the monastery. The Senate learned about these transactions in March 1871 , when governor of the guberniya of Vyborg, General and Senator Christian Theodor Oker-Blom, recommended the ratification of one of them, the right to inherit a state-owned property. The Senate asked the opinion of Procurator (Attorney General) Johan Philip Palmen, who stated, in May 1872, that the Governor had in this particular case exceeded his authority, because, according to Finnish law (a statute promulgated in February 1851 stating that Finnish citizens had the right to own property without imperial permission), such a right could be granted only to persons, not institutions. However, the procurator also argued that because there were no statutes forbidding established institutions from owning property in Finland, Valaam had, generally speaking, the right to possess and acquire real property."
This was something the Senate had not expected, nor wished, when it had asked Palmen's view. Thus it ordered the Court of Appeal in Vyborg to investigate the operations of the heads of the two local courts who had accepted Valaam's transactions. They were found guilty and were imposed a fine for ignoring the same 1851 statute which Palmen had referred to." This indicates a clear change in the Senate's policy. Thus far it had not questioned the monasteries' right to own real property, but with the rise of Finnish nationalism, it was no more willing to tolerate it. However, the target was not, or not onl y, Valaam, but the Russian ownership in the guberniya of Vyborg in general. Namely, during the eighteenth century, a substantial part of the guberniya had been donated to noblemen. After 1812, the peasants tilling these donated lands paid taxes, first to the state and since 1827, to their landlord. However, they were neither willing to pay the often high taxes nor to move, which was the alternative given to them. This resulted in several court processes. To solve the impasse, in 1863 the Finnish Diet decided to buy to the Grand Duchy donated land every time it went on sale. n This process of buying Russian landowners out of Old Finland alarmed the Spiritual Board at Vyborg. It sent the Senate a letter asking under which conditions Valaam's right could be recognized to the property that it had bought." In its answer, in November 1874, the Senate considered Valaam's right being in principle against the 1847 statute, evidently interpreting it so that Valaam had no rights to purchase more land. To solve the matter, the Senate offered to pay cash for the property at the same price for which Valaam had bought it. The monastery, not being content, passed the matter to the Holy Synod. The Synod supported the monastery's rights and referred the question back to the Senate, which once again asked Procurator Palmen's opinion. He now came to a contrary conclusion to that of 1872, arguing that although the Finnish laws did not prevent the monastery from owning property, the main question was, whether or not Valaam really needed more land. Palmen's argument was that it did not; thus, and because the monastery represented views that 'radically differed' from the Finnish legislation, he dismissed the request and, following the Senate, suggested that Valaam 's latest acquisitions should be cashed in by the Senate and that the Emperor would forbid the monasteries to buy more property in Finland. This reasoning was sent to the Holy Synod."
The Synod asked the opinion of the Finnish Minister Secretary of the State, Alexander Armfelt, who agreed with the Senate and asked the Synod to word their final statement so that Minister Secretary could send it back to the Senate and, after that, submit it to the Emperor. The ·Synod evidently was astounded and did not hasten to formulate its view. In early 1877, the new Minister Secretary, C. E. Stjernvall-Walleen, reminded the Synod of the matter, and in May 1877 the Senate got the Synod's position, which, predictably, had not changed. Nevertheless, the Senate repeated its earlier view, according to which Valaam had no right on its newer acquisitions, which therefore should be cashed in by the Grand Duchy. The case finally went to the Emperor (Alexander II), who partly confirmed the Senate by ordering that Valaam had the right to keep the property which it owned, but had no right to buy more without imperial permission (which was the common practice in Russia). This verdict ended disputes over property between Valaam and the Senate."
A similar argument took place in the early 1880s between the Senate and the Konevets monastery, when the latter tried to secure its rights to possess the property that it had bought in Finland. The Emperor's decision was the same as in the case ofValaam; Konevets 's rights to the property that it already owned were granted, but new acquisitions should be submitted to the Emperor. 81 In the late I 880s, a new conflict broke up between the monasteries and the Finnish Senate. In December 1860, the Emperor had granted Valaam and Konevets permission for tax-free import of foodstuff and materials they needed. At first there were no problems, but in July 1887, the Emperor's brother, Grand Duke Vladimir, visited Valaarn un the occasion of the laying the cornerstone of the new cathedral. Then he also talked with the hegumen, who complained that Finnish authorities in Sortavala (the Ladogan harbour from which boats to Valaam set sail) harassed the pilgrims to Valaam by inappropriate customs inspections. The hegumen also complained about taxes imposed on the monastery by the Finnish authorities. The Grand Duke lodged these complaints with the Holy Synod and suggested the separation of Valaam from Finland and its incorporation to the guberniya ofSt Petersburg. Vladimir also considered placing the whole guberniya of Vyborg under direct Russian rule. ill The Synod demanded that the hegumen clarify the complaints and, after having got a full report, referred the matter to the Governor-General, 
Conclusions
In the early nineteenth century, neither Finnish nor Russian authorities were concerned with the status and position of Orthodox citizens of Finland. Since the mid-1800s the situation gradually changed. Finnish-speaking Orthodox living close to Lutherans in the guberniy a of Kuopio felt that they were disadvantaged relative to Lutherans, and started to demand services and education in their mother-tongue. They were at first supported by the Holy Synod. However, when nationalism gained momentum among the Finns and Russians, both parties realized that language demands had far-reaching implications, because through language Orthodoxy and the Finnish-speaking Orthodox in Finland could become a bridge for either Finnish or Russian nationalistic expansions.
The invention of nationalism as a political weapon does not explain everything. The point behind nationalistic rhetoric and controversies was administration. The Finnish Senate evidently did not comprehend the Twvo LAITILA differences in administrative practices (and, thus, also in economic functioning), when theguberniya ofVyborg was incorporated into Finland in 18 12. Finnish authorities only gradually perceived that as long as the guberniya was administrated according to Russian legislative principles, its assimilation to Finland (which was what the Senate expected to happen) was impossible. Thus, around the early I 860s, the Senate systematically started to promulgate new statutes that incorporated the guberniya more and more closely to Finland. Russian authorities reacted late to criticize this; only after the 1880s did they fight back by starting to demand more space for Russianlanguage education and the Russian authorities in matters relative to parish administration and economics. Consequently, it was only natural to found a diocese of their own for Orthodox in Finland in 1892 and to attempt to achieve more and more independence, which the Finnish authorities, with a well-established legislative system and a strong hold on Finnish-speaking Orthodox, were not willing to allow. 
